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In the hands
of 42m
passengers in
2020...
Since its first flight from Katowice
International Airport on 19 May 2004,
Wizz Air has grown to become the preeminent airline brand for Central and
Eastern Europe, connecting some of the
continent’s fastest-growing economies.
And with a recent $2bn investment into new
aircraft and new routes, the future looks
bright. Do you want to reach this audience
and become part of one of Europe’s most
exciting airline success stories?

As well as award-winning print content, Ink
communicates with travellers in other ways
1. Digital
• Official travel documents – boarding passes
• email confirmations
2. Ambient
• Aircraft interior branding
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Eastern promise

Heading to Europe
and beyond
Wizz Air now connects Budapest
with 84 cities in Europe, Middle East,
Russia & CIS countries.

We now serve the nine
biggest airports in Poland with
connections to 34 countries, and
we are also the largest carrier in
Romania, both in terms of routes
and passenger numbers.

A growing reach
for your brand
In 2020, each issue of WIZZ
magazine will reach 20% more
readers than in 2019.
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120 aircrafts,
flying to 152
destinations in
44 countries
every day...
Now serving three airports in London
– Luton, Gatwick and Southend and
nine others in the UK – Wizz Air has
established itself as a truly pancontinental carrier, servicing 152
destination in Europe and beyond.

London calling
You can now reach 30 countries
from the UK capital, including
popular holiday destinations in
Greece, Cyprus, Portugal, Austria,
France, Italy and Israel.

Introducing our
green machines
Wizz Air is the carrier with the
lowest CO2 grams per passenger
per km emissions in Europe.
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Did you know?
Wizz Air is Europe’s
fastest growing airline,
the greenest airline in
Europe with lowest CO2
emissions and among
the top 10 safest airlines
in the world

Self-finance
business
Entrepreneur
for work
20%

Male
57%

34%

Female
43%

of passengers
earn in excess of
€ 75,000

24%

Visiting
Friends/
Relatives or a
new Country
60%

Working
Abroad &
returning Home
20%

63%

of readers
purchased a
product they
saw advertised
in the magazine

19%

ABC1 audience
profile
Wizz Air Mediakit 2020

51%

Average age of
passenger

of passengers
are between 3549 years old

38%

of readers used
the magazine
to source their
next trip
www.piero97.com

47%

43

of passengers
are university
graduates

24%

of passengers
fly with Wizz
Air 12 times a
year
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of passengers
are business
travellers, senior
managers,
directors or
CEO’s (that
equates to 8
million flyers in
2020)

Get your
message in
front of a broad
demographic...
Our audience is young, professional and
highly engaged with what they read in
WIZZ magazine – and they're waiting to
hear from you

→In Place

in

Here we invite
our readers to
go further than
simply watching,
listening, looking
on…. The emphasis
is on adventure
and experience,
the accumulation
of stories to bring
home.
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Every good
journey has
a story at its
heart...

→ In
Person

in place

Each 1 November, people across Eastern
Europe honour lost loved ones by
visiting cemeteries. In Warsaw, All Saints’

Day also means gorging on pańska
skórka, rectangles of taffy-like candy,
popular for over a century. The Polish
capital’s largest graveyard, Bródno,
combines these traditions, hosting a
buzzing market of candy stalls pitched
up among the tombstones. There’s no
sweeter way to pay your respects.
Wizz Air flies to Warsaw

Be on fleek
in Odesa

We’re tickled pink. Why?
Because November is when
some 20,000 flamingos
migrate to the huge salt lakes
around Larnaca, Cyprus. The
leggy lovelies flock here each
year to feast on the abundant
brine shrimp and algae, which
are what lend flamingos their
distinctive blush (don’t try this
at home). Hire a bicycle and
follow the flock through pretty
Patticheio Park.

Attend
a pink parade
in Larnaca

Wizz Air flies to Larnaca

As the Ukrainian port city dons
its stilettos for Odessa Fashion
Week (24-27 October), we
asked local designer Violetta
Slyusarenko (look out for her
embroidered creations on
the catwalk) to reveal the top
fashionista haunts this season.
odessafashionweek.com
Where to chill
“Designers are creative
people who like to relax
in creative places. So
unusual interiors are right up
their street. Dvor 12 (pictured
above) is one of Odesa’s most
amazing nightlife spots, with a
flowery, Narnia-like backyard
and wooden chairs suspended
on the wall.”
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Where to shop
“The Riviera complex in
Odesa has lots of shops.
I like the Ukrainian brand
Vintages. Its feminine designs are
delicate, with subtle silhouettes;
I love the leather dresses with
magnificent full skirts.”
Where to refuel
“My favourite restaurant at
the moment is Oblaka
(‘Clouds’). Everything is
beautiful there, from the 9th-floor,
360-degree views of the sea and
city, to the signature dessert: a
cloud-shaped cake. If, like me, you
have a serious sweet tooth, you
should also check out Profitroli
– you can guess what it serves –
which also boasts gorgeous
vintage vibes.”
facebook.com/
violettaslyusarenkodesigner
NEW

Wizz Air flies to Odesa

Stuff your face
in Vilnius
In November (4-10), chefs will create
special menus for the annual Lithuanian
Gastronomy Week. But for Eimantas
Lumpickas, manager of the farm-totable eatery 14Horses Brasserie, there’s
one difficulty: “Baltic cuisine doesn’t
exist.” Even in buzzy Vilnius, restaurant
food tends to be a hodgepodge of
regional influences, he claims. “Our chef
has been meeting with other local chefs,
trying to come up with an idea of what
Baltic food is,” Lumpickas says. “It’s a
big job.” 14horses.lt
Wizz Air flies to Vilnius

→Beautiful
photos
and
dynamic
design
Alongside the
top-notch travel
writing, what
really sets the
new-look WIZZ
magazine apart
is the way it
looks, with its
colourful look and
engaging travel
photography,
designed to draw
the reader in.
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in Leipzig

Germany is Europe’s greatest importer of coffee. Now, a design
workshop in Chemnitz (an hour from Leipzig) has spotted a
gap in the market. The firm’s line of Coffee Jackets are made
from used coffee sacks, and the trademarks are very much
part of the style. As for the old sackcloth stigma: “People are
surprised by how soft the Coffee Jacket feels on the skin,” we
are told. “It’s not scratchy at all.” the-coffee-jacket.com

PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES, VLADYSLAV VOZNIUK
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Caffeine-high fashion
PHOTOS: ROXY LESS
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Words by Karen Chernick

→In Depth

gdansk

indepth

Getting to the heart of the story
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Getting down
in Kyiv

In Kyiv’s hippest district, Podil, most of
the action takes place on Hlybochytska
Street. But what few of the bearded coffee
drinkers know is that beneath their feet
flows an underground river, paved over
many decades ago by town planners. Local
explorer Vlad Vozniuk, however, has been
delving into subterranean Kyiv since he
was 15, and now takes groups on tours
that enter via manholes into the labyrinth
of tunnels and ex-Soviet bunkers, totalling
750km in length. Whatever you do, don’t try
to go it alone – it’s really dark down there.
urbextour.com

3

Four-legged foragers
in Bologna
There are many enthusiastic
foodies at FICO Eataly World, the
huge gastronomic theme park
just outside Bologna, Italy. Few,
though, are as excitable as Bonnie,
a young black Labrador working
in the onsite truffle ground. Only
those with sensitive noses can
locate the black gold, and the
park’s 15 dogs give a masterclass
in sniffing them out. Urbani Tartufi,
the Umbrian company behind
these displays, sells the prized
truffles from a concession stand
inside the halls. Negotiating
directly with the dogs is frowned
upon. eatalyworld.it/en
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Our features
combine travel
journalism with
human-interest
angles to tell
stories that not
only give readers
a sense of place,
but a deeper
understanding
of what makes a
place tick.

Clockwise Hop on an SKM
train to explore; Sopot's
record-breaking pier;
Monte Cassino Street

Cuckoo clocks
and cherry cakes
in the Black Forest

Unorthodox
party spots
in St Petersburg

A three-in-one
city break
in Gdansk

p52

p64

p73

Sopot: spas, bars and sea breezes
Stepping off the train at Sopot
feels like entering another world.
In its heyday, this was a famous
spa resort, thanks to its mineral
springs and salubrious sea air,
but these days it’s more attuned
to uncomplicated seaside fun.
Leading down to the seafront,
Monte Cassino Street is alive with
jostling crowds and café terraces,
but the city’s sleepy backstreets
are another story, with their
elegant Art Nouveau villas and
air of faded grandeur.
The grand Sopot Lighthouse
is the spot to get your bearings,
though the stamped certificate
I’m given after the short climb
up seems slightly undeserved.
From the top, the city appears
as orderly and neat as a model
village, with its red-tiled roofs
and chequerboard main square. A
leafy promenade runs the length
of its beach, bisected by Europe’s
longest wooden pier – my next
destination, I decide.
An admission fee payable at
the turnstile gives you access to,
essentially, 511 metres of sunWIZZ MAGAZINE 51
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Sopot
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From Leipzig to Brussels… the best of the best this season

p97

How to snag
a bargain
in Tirgu
Mures

p41

Near the Red Sea, Israeli space
pioneer Hillel Rubinstein is recreating
the Red Planet. Head north from Eilat
into the Negev Desert, and you might
think you’ve landed on Mars

in the know

p86

Damaging
cars as a
business
in Eindhoven

p37

“Even if a thousand
people travel to space,
there will be billions
who don’t. We want to
at least allow people to
have the experience”

The Hot List

The Stays
Where to rest
your head

The man
making kilts
cool again
in Edinburgh

p29

in person

People, places and things we love this season

The Hot List
What you need
to know

Floating spas
and talking
lampposts
in Oslo

p24
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eilat

in the know

Flopping on
the flying
trapeze
in London

WIZZ MAGAZINE 13
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Featuring our bimonthly Hot List,
which reveals the
most happening
events of the
season, alongside
a rundown of the
smartest places to
stay, this section
is a reader's go-to
for travel advice.

Colourful characters from around the network

the innovator

...The kind you want to tell your friends
about when you get home. The stories we
tell in the new WIZZ magazine reflect this
fact – we want to surprise, amuse and
enlighten our readers. We set out to
genuinely immerse ourselves in the places
we visit – engaging in local experiences,
meeting local characters and getting to
the heart of local sensibilities.

→In the
know

in person
person

With its focus
on colourful
local characters,
subcultures, or
simply interesting
people doing
interesting things,
In Person explore
the human
element of travel.

Sample sweet sorrow
in Warsaw

PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES
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in place
Where to go, what to do and why

Once a famous spa
town, Sopot today
is more attuned to
uncomplicated fun
bleached boards – albeit happily
devoid of tourist tat. What you do
get are white-painted benches and
lungfuls of bracing Baltic air; the
only signs of commerce are one
restaurant and an enterprising
local with a camera, touting
while-you-wait Polaroid snaps.
Back on the seafront, I walk
up the beach to locals’ favourite
Bar Przystań, a no-frills spot in
the dunes. A guy in the queue
recommends the fish soup and
fills me in on Sopot’s history: “You
know why it was never bombed
or looted in the war? Because
Hitler loved it here – he stayed
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Wizz passenger
numbers are growing
by average of 20%
every year

Travel media has
the most affluent
readership of any of
the world’s media¤

Travellers are 50%
more engaged reading
inflight than when on
the ground

Sources † IATA / ‡Kantar TGI / ¤ Gfk, MRI / Ink: A Flight to Remember

Why travel media?
As more people take more journeys, so
travel media becomes stronger and more
influential. This sector stands unique in
today’s advertising world, because of its
growing – and captive – audience.
Because readers can’t skip your ads while
on a plane, you will be investing in their
undivided attention.
Combine our deep understanding of who
is travelling, as well as where and when,
with the inspirational content we produce,
and it makes for a potent opportunity to
get your message across – and make sure
it really sticks.
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st petersburg
Promotion

Integrate
your message
more deeply
within...

Londoners dine in
restored factories and
Berliners do yoga in
converted banks, but
only in St Petersburg
can you sip cocktails
in the chapel where an
emperor once prayed
Londoners dine in
restored factories and
Berliners do yoga in
converted banks, but
only in St Petersburg
can you sip cocktails
in the chapel where an
emperor once prayed

Pride
of
place
Pride
of
place

Be part of a unique
WIZZ supplement

Words by Laura Martin
Photos by Davide Monteleone
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Laura Martin

Photos by Davide Monteleone
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Promotion

Gdansk

Native advertising and sponsored
content provide a unique opportunity to
tell your company’s story in a way that
mirrors the look and feel of the
magazine within which it sits. Rather
than placing an advert beside a story,
you become the story.
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From the
dragon-shaped
drains to the
gilded lions,
Gdansk’s
Old Town is
a beguiling
cultural tableau

Gdansk: history in the making
As soon as I arrive in Gdansk,
the biggest of the Tri-City
destinations, I can see why it’s
also the best-known. Długi Targ
– a medieval marketplace edged
by pastel-hued townhouses
with sculpted gable roofs – is an
immediate crowd-pleaser. You
have to walk slowly here – not
because of the cobbles, but
because people constantly stop
short, struck by a photogenic
fresco or fountain (or to avoid the
street performer who wanders
around with a yellow python
draped across his shoulders).
What’s really remarkable – snake
aside – is that almost everything
is a reconstruction, built again
after World War II left 90 percent
of the city in ruins. At first, I find
myself constantly wondering
what’s original – from the dragonshaped drains to the gilded lions
– but soon realise that it’s all part
of a beguiling cultural tableau.
Peppered with Flemish-Dutch,
Italian and French influences (but
little German), the architecture
here is a lesson in the politics of
rebuilding a city and an identity.
Whenever it was built, the Old
Town is a delight, with its copper
spires, imposing city gates and
endless lody (ice cream) kiosks.
Ulica Mariacka wins the title
of prettiest street, lined with

handsome merchants’ houses
and stalls scattered with amber
trinkets. After an AeroPress
coffee at Drukarnia (no.36), I
head to St Mary’s, one of the
biggest brick churches in the
world and home to an exquisite
15th-century astronomical clock.
According to grisly local myth,
the clockmaker was blinded to
ensure he’d never build another
one (an occupational hazard of
astronomical clockmakers, if you
believe a similar rumour in Prague).
For lunch, local dumpling mecca
Pierogarnia Mandu is a mere 10
minutes’ walk away. There’s always
a queue here, due in large part to
its superb pierogi, hand-pinched
at warp speed by headscarved
women in the tiny kitchen. The
sour-cream-slathered pierogi
russki are particularly good, but
the portion I’m given is immense.
“What happened?” jokes the
waitress, hands on hips, when
I only manage seven out of 10.
Gdansk also has some excellent
museums, from the National
Maritime Museum to the striking
new Museum of the Second World
War – a reminder that the first

Opposite Around Gdansk.
Left The History Museum's
clocktower rises above Długi
Targ. Above Making pierogi
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Say “I do” in style

Winter
wrap-up

Plan a winter wedding in Sopot
An occasion as momentous as your wedding day
needs a location to match and the Hotel Rezydent
in the Polish town of Sopot, near Gdansk, has been
the magical backdrop to many couples’ special
moment. The glamorous Pasjami Restaurant lays
on bespoke wedding menus ranging from intimate
guestlists to grand receptions of up to 80, with a
spacious dance floor too for evening celebrations.
weselewsopocie.pl

That wonderful time of the
year is nearly upon us, when
the Christmas markets are in
full swing and the mulled wine
is brewing. Here’s our pick of
the best ways to indulge your
favourite festivities
this winter

Bathe in
history
Flee the freeze in the
heart of Hungary’s capital

www.piero97.com
Unwind in Sofia
Kick back with fine food and
wine at the Social Café

The colder months can leave you feeling
worn out and counting down the days
until spring returns, but this seasonal
slump can be beaten. For centuries, the
folk of Budapest have sought refuge
in the warming waters of Rudas Baths.
The octagonal Turkish pool is the main
attraction, with its well-preserved dome
roof and pillars dating back 500 years.

of course – which has a spectacular
panoramic of the Danube. There’s a reason

THE UPGRADE
With its tagline
of ‘a better way
to live, work and
travel’, WIZZ
magazine’s
new Upgrade
section delivers
exactly what it
promises: a smart
and dynamic
lifestyle digest of
the best places
to eat, sleep,
shop and get
pampered in the
Wizz Air network.
This magazinestyle section
also includes
medical tourism
recommendations
and inspiration for
your home. Work
with us to feature
your company
today.

EXECUTIVE
CLASS
WIZZ's business
section introduces
readers to the
movers and
shakers who
are shaping
their respective
industries today,
from the fields
of finance and
technology
to property,
manufacturing
and food and
drink.

→Q&A
interview

→Unique
tailored
mini
magazine

Nothing gives
that personal
touch like an
insightful Q&A.
We’ll interview
and can even
arrange a
professional
photo shoot.

We can create
bespoke
advertorials
or composite
promotions
to help you
engage with our
audience.

→Travel
feature
We’ll send a
writer to your
restaurant, hotel
or city to pen a
story in exactly
the same way
as a magazine
would.

↑Expert
column
Imagine your
CEO as a star
columnist. We’ll
work with you to
craft a column
written in their
own voice.
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Unique creative
solutions
tailor-made...
Whether you’re seeking to deliver the
message about a single product, raise
awareness about your company with
a lengthy campaign, or create a jawdropping and bespoke editorial
magazine, our award-winning creative
solutions team can work with you to tell
your story in the best possible way.

← Special
pull out
Let us devise a
special gatefold
section or
pull-out insert
for maximum
impact.

www.piero97.com
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Something to suit every budget...
Contact Brano Haar Email Brano.Haar@ink-global.com Telephone +44 20 7625 0733
Production schedule

Per bi-monthly issue

Specifications (mm)

Issue

Copy deadline

Onboard

a) Full Page

Full page (ROP)		

€15,384

Feb/Mar

10th Jan

1st Feb

Type Area

194 x 260

Inside front cover 		

€17,435

Apr/May

13th Mar

1st Apr

Trim Size

214 x 280

Inside front spread 		

€26,152

Jun/Jul

13th May

1st Jun

Bleed Size

220 x 286

Outside back cover 		

€19,336

Aug/Sep

13th Jul

1st Aug

Inside back cover 		

€17,435

Oct/Nov

11th Sep

1st Oct

Type Area

408 x 260

Double-page spread 		

€27,691

Dec/Jan

13th Nov

1st Dec

Trim Size

428 x 280

Half page		

€7,692

Bleed Size

434 x 286

1/4 page		

€3,846

b)

a)

Advertorials
One-page advertorial		

€16,992

Double-page spread		

€30,460

Special formats available on request

c)

b) Double Page Spread

c) Half Page Horizontal
d)

Type Area

195 x 125

Trim Size

215 x 145

Bleed Size

221 x 151

d) Half Page Vertical

Type Area

92 x 260

Trim Size

112 x 280

Bleed Size

118 x 286

Advertorials, tip-ons, gatefolds, supplements etc.
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